
Introduction

No one but Jesus is qualified to say what
heaven is really like. However, God has
revealed many amazing facts about heaven in
the Scriptures, and He's blessed us with the
incredible gift of imagination. We believe He
invites us to let our imagination soar as we
consider with fascination and wonder these
astounding biblical truths. Our hope and
prayer is that the thoughts expressed in this
book will spark your own imaginings, cause
your heart to swell with a desire for eternity,
and inspire you to live by the sure hope of
God's promises.



1.
Heaven is closer than

you think!

You may think heaven is far away, but Jesus said
it's not. Here on earth, God's kingdom exists in the
hearts of all believers. We can move closer to heaven
and experience part of it even now, before Christ takes
us there to live forever.

The closer you follow Jesus, the shorter the dis-
tance to heaven.

"THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS NEAR."
—MATTHEW 4:17 NIT
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2.
You ain't seen nothing

yet!

We speak of the wonder of God's creation, yet we
experience only part of it—the earth, sun, moon, and
stars, the universe that surrounds us. God himself, the
Maker of heaven and earth, called this part of His cre-
ation good, but it has become broken, shattered by sin,
and corrupted by evil. Although it retains some of its
former glory—and that alone can be stunningly beauti-
ful—the creation we live in provides us only a sugges-
tion of the splendor of paradise.

Our contemplation of heaven is constrained by our
understanding, which is limited by our perspective.
How can a caterpillar crawling along a tree branch and
eating leaves have any foretaste of its life as a butterfly,
when it will soar on the wind and drink the flower's
sweet nectar?

We envision heaven with crystal blue skies, majestic
mountains, pristine rivers, pounding ocean surf, and
countless brilliant stars, yet in truth these images are but
aged, yellowed photographs, their colors faded, their
images blurred. They represent reality, but only barely.
One day we'll set those pictures aside, gaze up, and behold
a perfect heaven, a place untouched by sin, reality as God
intended it, a place that only He could have created.
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When you consider eternity, ask God to help you
look beyond the images in your mind, even those you
most dearly treasure, and remind you that heaven—
like He himself—is beyond our comprehension.

"NO EYE HAS SEEN, NO EAR HAS HEARD,
NO MIND HAS CONCEIVED WHAT GOD

HAS PREPARED FOR THOSE WHO LOVE HIM."
—1 CORINTHIANS 2:9
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